Case Study:
Black Friday

A Lean Synopsis

The Challenge
Just before Cyber Weekend, Lovehoney
set the ambitious goal of building
Amazon-like “lightning deals” from scratch.

The Result
In less than three weeks, LeanConvert’s
engineering team built a flash sale
merchandising tool that helped earn
£1m+ in sales.

Lovehoney is the UK’s largest and
most popular online shop for discreetly
buying adult toys and lingerie.
In addition to selling universal brands,
the company has over 400 unique toys
of their own, including all adult products
related to the internationally-famous 50
Shades of Grey book and film series.

About
Lovehoney

Lovehoney was also the subject of a
2014 reality show titled Frisky
Business, which documented the
company’s day-to-day happenings.

Problem
Statement
With no time to spare, Lovehoney
wanted to equip themselves with
the type of flash sale technology
often only associated with
e-commerce giants.

“We really wanted to [build this tool] as we’re a
promo-driven business. We saw it as a way to
create excitement around Black Friday. The problem
was that we didn’t have the tech to build this, nor
the technology required to create and run these
deals, and Black Friday was just a month away.”

Sarah-Jane Morris
Head of Digital Product

Nothing’s Impossible
LeanConvert was the only company that could speedily
conceptualise personalised flash sales at scale.
Execution
Lovehoney needed more than just a strategic concept; it
was crucial to have a partner that could actually build it.
Trust
Lovehoney trusted that LeanConvert could quickly
deliver what was necessary for this crucial sales period.

Why
LeanConvert?

Personalised Flash Sale
LeanConvert was able to build a flash
sale merchandising tool insanely
quickly. Beyond simply engineering the
state-of-the-art technology in a matter
of weeks, we enabled Lovehoney’s
various stakeholders (data science,
merchandising and marketing teams) to
deliver their own one-to-one offers,
every hour, for 72-hours.
This allowed Lovehoney to successfully
capitalise on a crucial sales period that
would have otherwise slipped through
the cracks.

Over

£1m in revenue

More than

150,000+

automated price changes

5x increase in shoppers making five
or more visits to the site in a day

0 milliseconds downtime
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